
FITNESS CENTER BUSINESS PLAN PPT PRESENTATION

Start-up Business Plan in US - Fresh Body Fitness Center in US . Mission and Vision Vision: To be the best fitness
center in US in building awareness of healthy lifestyle. . True Health Fitness Power Point Presentation.

Iron Fitness plan on implementing our plans at the end of this year, opening and excepting new memberships
in January ; just in time to fulfil personal resolutions for the New Year. Favourable demographics Target
segment for Fitness service is Youth population age bracket of 15  Additionally, the economic tastes of
Americans have changed significantly over the last five years as the overall wealth of the country has grown.
Doe expects a strong rate of growth at the start of operations. These sessions are a combination of light
weights, treadmills and bikes. Start your market research the easy way. The first group is the people who are
looking towards shedding some weight through proper exercising and under the guidance of a qualified
instructor. The industry has experienced a tremendous rate of growth over the last ten years. Iron Fitness club
also has waivers requiring that the age of our members must be 16 years of age or accompanied by adult
member. It is very important to not be complacent when the issue of staying fit comes to fore. Unique Features
Iron Fitness club is a state of the art facility equipped with televisions in the main fitness area as well as the
area designated to cardiovascular equipment. As a matter of fact, building a swimming pool around the gym
facility is one of the factors that could attract clients to enroll in gyms. Doe is not seeking an investment from
a third party at this time. We believe that there are currently approximately people in Bikaner that have some
type of physical activity on a regular basis therefore we believe that those people will also be within our
customer profile. In addition it is mainly attracted by the students and Faculty members at Rampuria College.
Competition Profile Iron Fitness club is located in Bikaner, competition with four main competitors.
Innovation and emerging technology may include technological advancements that can either help our
business or have a negative effect. As of right now their only on campus fitness facility is in desperate need of
renovation. Loads of factors are responsible for the springing up of gyms in various locations in the United
States of America; chief amongst them is the rise in the number of obese people. The Company is registered as
a corporation in the State of New York. Fit as Fiddle Gym and Fitness Club will work towards providing
services, facilities and environment that will help us reach out to our target market. Objectives To provide
opportunities to advance and maintain the health and wellness of the staff and the surrounding community.
Mission Statement It is the mission of iron Fitness club to provide the public and other fitness professionals
with advanced fitness equipment and the most sophisticated training programs in the industry. Market
Penetration Due to the small nature of the business, it is difficult to determine the market share within the
health and wellness industries; however, Iron health club expects to be successful in generating revenues and
expanding the growth of the market share. Researchers, engineers, health and fitness experts are always
improvising and inventing fitness equipment that can help people and gym owners achieve their aims. Below
is a breakdown of how these funds will be used: 2. Writing a business plan to many may not come easy, but
the truth is that you can use an existing template to write yours.


